
Project Summary
I led the user research and the 
usability evaluation of a prototype for 
an improved accessibility checker in 
PowerPoint

Responsibilities

Team
Lukas Schmid (Lead UX Researcher)

Tymirra Smith (UX Researcher)

Junyi Zeng (Lead UX Designer)

Irene Ong (UX Designer)

Results
During usability evaluations, 
participants were able to address 
95.5% of the accessibility issues

• Contextual inquiry and interviews

• Feedback sessions

• Usability testing

Research & Evaluation of 
AccessGUIDE:
Guiding PowerPoint Users 
Towards Accessible Slides
Student project (PSYC 6023) • Aug 2021 – Dec 2021

• Key screens of the workout 
schedule feature 

• Impactful quotes from usability 
testing or post-launch feedback

• Screenshot of the app in the App 
Store along with ratings or reviews

POSSIBLE VISUALS
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As the Lead UX Researcher, I oversaw all research activities and
collaborated closely with a fellow researcher and 2 designers.

PROCESS

Research & 
Discovery

Product 
Strategy

Prototype 
Testing

Experience 
Design

Planned and conducted 
6 remote interviews with 
professors and a contextual 
inquiry with a blind student.

Derived design implications from 
research findings.

Created a 51 screen interactive 
prototype using Figma. 

Planned and conducted 
5 usability tests with 
professors and 
3 heuristic evaluations with 
MS-HCI students.

MONTH 3MONTH 1

Developed 3 concepts,
created sketches, and
planned and conducted 
2 feedback sessions with 
professors.

Identified the most helpful 
features for an accessibility 
checker.

MONTH 2 MONTH 4

Mapped key user flows of fixing 
accessibility issues in a slide 
deck. 

Created wireframes for all the 
key screens and conducted 
3 feedback sessions with 
professors.
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Course materials are often inaccessible to 
students with visual impairments at Georgia Tech.

Prompt: Develop a corps of students who …

• review the accessibility of course materials and

• work with faculty to implement more accessible versions

Potential impact: 55,249 legally blind students in the US

Problem symptoms:

• Missing alternative text

• Missing slide titles

• Useless decorative elements

PROBLEM STATEMENT
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PowerPoint’s accessibility checker 
is not helpful enough.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

1

2

3

Many “errors” without an option to ignore them1

The additional information is too scarce2

The steps description is difficult to understand3
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I planned and conducted a contextual inquiry
to understand how inaccessible slides pose problems.

RESEARCH

n = 1 blind student from Georgia Tech

• Can you show me the different course materials 
you interact with?

• Can you show me which challenges you face with 
inaccessible course materials?

• Can you show me some examples of accessible 
course materials?

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

+ Rich contextual information
+ Builds empathy
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I planned and conducted 1 of 6 semi-structured interviews
to understand the process of making slides and the challenges of ensuring accessibility.

RESEARCH

n = 6 professors from Georgia Tech

• Can you walk me through how you create class 
materials? 

• What is important to you when creating class 
materials?

• What has been your experience creating 
accessible materials for students with visual 
impairments?

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

+ Rich attitudinal information
+ Leaves room for exploration
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The interviews revealed:
Professors lack the time and know-how 
to make accessible slides.

RESEARCH

• Working on slides happens before, during, and after the 
semester—sometimes just an hour before a lecture.

• At all times, professors want to feel in control of their materials.

• If it can be done quickly, professors are willing to make their 
slides accessible.

• Professors don't know which steps to take to make a PPT 
accessible.

I don’t really know what to 
do with a PowerPoint slide 
deck to make it accessible.

“
– Another interview participant

I have zero extra time to 
spend making accessible 
course materials.

“
– Interview participant
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Based on the research, we focused on two types of primary users.

RESEARCH

Wants To
• Make sure that her slides are correct and consistent
• Not waste time on making them accessible

Key Insights

• “Quite frankly, I’m busy.”
• Prioritizes contributing to the latest biochemistry research
• Has already created accessible PDFs when it was 

required for submitting a conference paper

Sherry: The Busy Professor
Professor at the College of Sciences
Has other priorities than accessibility

Steve: The Dedicated Professor

Wants To

Professor at the College of Psychology
Concerned about his lecture slides’ accessibility

Key Insights

• “As content creators, we should be part of the solution.”
• Spends the whole summer preparing a new course
• Some of his colleagues are unaware of the issues that 

inaccessible course materials create

• Make sure that his slides are inclusive and accessible
• Learn the necessary steps how to do it
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During ideation, we turned design implications into 3 concepts.

IDEATION

Canvas plugin PowerPoint plugin Volunteer-led service
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Based on user feedback, we analyzed the 3 concepts.

IDEATION

Interview finding

Working on slides happens before, 
during, and after the semester—
sometimes just an hour before a lecture.

✔ ✔ ❌

At all times, professors want to feel in 
control of their materials. ✔ ✔ ❌
If it can be done quickly, professors are 
willing to make their slides accessible. ❌ ✔ ❌
Professors don't know which steps to 
take to make a PPT accessible. ✔ ✔ ✔

Canvas plugin
PowerPoint 

plugin
Volunteer-led 

service
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After receiving feedback on 3 concepts, we concluded that
a PowerPoint plugin would best meet the users’ needs.

PRODUCT STRATEGY

Canvas plugin
Requires professors to save the modified 
files to their computer or a cloud service.

PowerPoint plugin
Fits within professors’ current workflow and 
empowers them to ensure accessibility.

Volunteer-led service
Requires skilled volunteers and makes 
professors dependent on them.

• Sketches of preliminary brainstorms 
for workout schedule

• Workout schedules people made in 
spreadsheets as a work around

POSSIBLE VISUALS
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In collaboration with the fellow researcher, 
I mapped out the user flow of creating a new slide deck.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN

Visual of the experience map 
with 
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Based on these user flows, I created wireframes for all the key screens.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
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With AccessGUIDE, professors can create accessible slides with ease.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN

Having one-click suggestions and actionable guidance 
eliminates the lack of time and know-how

Current version AccessGUIDE
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EXPERIENCE DESIGN

Sherry, The Busy Professor, can fix accessibility issues with 
just a few clicks.

photo

Visual to of wireframes or screens.
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EXPERIENCE DESIGN

Steve, The Dedicated Professor, feels empowered to address 
accessibility issues by knowing how to do it.

Visual to of wireframes or screens.
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Participants were able to 
address 95.5% of the 
accessibility issues, but they 
were confused by the 
prototype’s limited interactivity. 

[The buttons] build expectations, I feel like I can choose 
them—but I cannot!“
– Usability testing participant

TESTING
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Usability testing revealed that 
people struggled to open the 
plugin from the mock 
PowerPoint ribbon, causing 
them confusion. 

Visual to highlight the problem area 
along with a possible solution or 

recommendation.

I didn't know where to start and then I needed to click on 
almost everything to try.“
- Usability testing participant

TESTING
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By leveraging my research methods toolkit, I enabled my team to 
make evidence-based decisions from start to finish.

OUTCOMES & LESSONS

Key Outcomes & Results

• “I would love that right now in PowerPoint!”
• Most users have little prior knowledge about 

accessibility
• In future iterations, the prototype should 

explore motivating users to fix accessibility 
issues through positive reinforcement

• The usability tests revealed far more 
improvable aspects than the heuristic 
evaluations

What I Learned

• Contextual inquiry + recorded video call =
useful hack to capture the participant’s screen

• Limited interactivity affects a prototype’s 
usability

• An interactive prototype must be pilot-tested 
twice

• The poles of the SEQ can seem 
counterintuitive

• Participants struggled to understand the 
benchmark task when it is only read aloud, 
they need to read it
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